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THE STEINSALTZ TALMUD

To THE EDITOR:

In "a careful examination of many

sections" of "The Talmud: The Steinsaltz
Edition," Rabbi Aharon Feldman (Tradi-
tion, 25:4, Summer 1991) calls the work
"bold in its conception and ambitious in its
scope"; "it meets well the formidable

challenge" of translating and explaining the
Talmud in a manner that is "highly read-
able, clear and most important, patient with
the beginning student"; it is, moreover, a
work in which "a great amount of
resources, effort and publicity, as well as
good writing," have been invested.

However, having said this, Rabbi
Feldman spends the rest of his review
detailing a total of fourteen passages to

which he objects. Of these objections, two
are well taken, one can charitably be
explained as a lack of clarity on our part,
one is an accreditation error, one is an
instance where reasonable people may
disagree, and nine are totally unfounded.

In the course of preparing his review, a
task immeasurably easier than translating
and explaining the Talmudic text, Rabbi
Feldman has overlooked Rashi several
times, failed to check the "old" Ritva,

made errors in elementary logic, and lost
track of the sugya several times.

What is troubling about Rabbi Feld-
man's review is not the fact that he found a
few errors in our work. Given the scope and
complexity of an English translation and
commentary on the Talmud, differences of
opinion and even errors are inevitable.
Where criticisms are well founded, we
welcome the chance to correct them, to
clarify ambiguities and to improve our
work. What is troubling about this review is
the negative, destructive spirit that pervades
it, exemplified in his suggestion that we are
not presenting the "real Talmud," but "a

grossly simplified version of it," one that

may not have "scholarly usefulness."
As this response wil show, Rabbi

Feldman's specific criticisms are mostly
unfounded, after a careful analysis of
those passages to which he takes excep-

ion. But even if this were not so, his
blanket condemnation would not be at all
warranted.

Before rebutting the substance of the
criticism, it is important to clarify the

editorial philosophy of the English edition
of the Talmud.

The Steinsaltz English Talmud is pri-
marily a work for beginners. It does not
pretend to be a comprehensive review of all
the comments made by Rishonim and
Aharonim, nor is it intended to be
an English version of Otzar M efarshei

haTalmud. For our commentary, we select
one shittah of the Rishonim (usually Rashi).
We make no attempt, in the commentary
itself, to portray the wealth of conflicting
opinions that are such an important part of
advanced Talmud study.

Our notes, on the other hand, do cover
other opinions, and that is one of their
primary purposes. It is impossible, of

course, to include every comment that has
ever been made about the Gemara, and

space considerations sometimes force us to
make difficult choices. We generally feel
that it is preferable to explain one or two
opinions adequately, rather than cover

several opinions superficially.
In selecting a shittah for our commen-

tary, we have been guided by the following
considerations:

The shittah must be that of a major
Rishon. We usually follow Rashi, and when
we depart from his peshat it is only in favor
of Tosafot, Ramban, and the like.

As far as possible, the shittah must be
easily explainable to the beginner and

should not depend upon a thorough under-
standing of parallel sugyot.
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The shittah must be followed through-
out the sugya, so that our commentary is
internally consistent.

When all the shittot present problems,
we select the one that has the fewest
problems of the type that would occur to a
beginner, even though a more experienced
learner might prefer a different peshat, and
we try to explain the problems in the notes.

We make no attempt to keep the
commentary consistent with the Halakhah
section. The Halakhah section quotes pri-
marily from the Shulhan Arukh, and occa-
sionally from Rambam and Tur, whereas
our commentary usually follows Rashi.
Any serious student of Talmud knows that
in the event of a dispute among the

Rishonim, Rashi is one of the least likely
Rishonim to have been followed by the
Shulhan Arukh.

Our notes are intended to accomplish
three important goals:

To acquaint the more advanced reader
with additional points and conflicting views
raised by the commentators.

To explain certain background mate-
rial that is too lengthy to include in the
commentary.

To provide material that digresses
somewhat from the sugya, but which we
feel the reader would find interesting.

There is no doubt that space considera-
tions preclude including every diverging

shittah, every piece of background, and
every interesting digression that appertains
to a sugya. As it is, volume I of our Talmud
covers only twenty blatt and is 250 pages
long. Nevertheless, in some of his remarks,
Rabbi Feldman has pointed out places that
he felt were inadequately covered, and

suggested that we should have included
additional notes. Leaving aside for a
moment the antagonistic spirit in which
these comments were made, this is basically
just the sort of constructive criticism that

we welcome.

Indeed, in our own assessment of our
first volume, we too were not entirely
satisfied with the coverage provided by our
notes, and decided to expand them in future
volumes, despite the strains this decision
has placed upon the size of our work. In
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volumes II and II (published last year), and
IV and VII (just released) we have created
enough room to cover the major disputes
among the Rishonim, so that the English
Talmud wil be as clear and comprehensive
as possible.

Rabbi Feldman raises fourteen points.
These wil now be considered in the
sequence in which they were raised.

1. On the first point (footnotes 2 and 3
in the review), we have a difference of
opinion on how to interpret the Shittah
Mekubbetzet. The issue concerns a note on
folio 9b (p. 103).

The note is based on a comment of
Shittah M ekubbetzet in the name of his

teacher. In the Gemara, Rabbi Elazar asks:
"Can one person acquire from another, the
ownership of a vessel resting on an animal,
without acquiring the animal itself, by
pulling the animal?" This is followed by a
discussion, which concludes with the state-
ment that we are referring to an animal that
was tied up.

The Shittah asks a question on this
Gemara: "Why was Rabbi Elazar's prob-
lem raised here, rather than in (Perek)

HaMokher (in Bava Batra)." And the
Shittah's answer is: "Because the same
problem may be posed with regard to found
objects, hence the Talmud placed it here (in
Bava M etzia )." The Shittah then goes on to
discuss the halakhic implications of Rabbi
Elazar's problem for two cases: (1) an
ownerless found object, and (2) an object
that is sold by one person to another.

Rabbi Feldman's "initial reaction to
this question is, why did the editor find this
question so important?" In our opinion, the
content of this note represents a useful

digression for the interested reader, and we
are mystified why Rabbi Feldman feels it
should not have been included.

Rabbi Feldman then objects to our
presentation of both halves of the Shittah's
comment. We explained the Shittah's ques-
tion as follows: "It would seem more
appropriate to include (Rabbi Elazar's

question) in Bava Batra, where the law of
the various modes of acquisition are dis-
cussed." In our opinion, the essence of the
Shittah's question is that Rabbi Elazar's
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problem concerns transferring ownership
from one party to another, a topic discussed
in Bava Batra in general, and in Perek
HaMokher in particular, and does not
concern acquiring a found object, the topic
of our perek. Rabbi Feldman prefers to
explain the Shittah as referring specifically
to the sugya on pp. 85b-86a of Bava Batra,
where a somewhat similar question is
asked. Rabbi Feldman then expresses puz-
zlement at our distinction between Bava
Batra, where the laws of various modes of
acquisition are discussed, and the first perek
of Bava Metzia, which concentrates on the
acquisition of lost objects. We too are
puzzled how Rabbi Feldman could possibly
have failed to notice the difference between
the two tractates.

According to Rabbi Feldman, the

question considered by the second half of
the Shittah is the entirely unrelated matter
of how to decide Rabbi Elazar's problem in
practice. On this question (says Rabbi

Feldman), the Shittah issues a standard

ruling for a KJ'1? KP'5JO. The fact that the

Shittah compares the ruling in a case of
Bava Batra-type acquisition with that in a
case of Bava Metzia-type found objects is,
according to Rabbi Feldman, a pure coinci-
dence which sheds no light on the previous
question.

Rabbi Feldman presents one possible
point of view in seeing the two halves of the
Shittah's remark as unconnected. However,
we have learned the Shittah differently. The
Shittah points out that Rabbi Elazar's

problem was never resolved, and remains
KJ'1? KP'5JO; however, in practice, in a case

of (Bava Batra-type) transfer of ownership,
we award the object to the Mara Kama-
for all intents and purposes, as though we
had resolved Rabbi Elazar's question and
ruled that the vessels cannot be acquired

this way.
By contrast, in a (Bava Metzia-type)

case of found objects, the fact that we did
not resolve Rabbi Elazar's problem has full
impact, and we treat the object as being of
doubtful ownership; hence, the finder may
keep it, and no one else is allowed to take it
away. But if someone did so anyway, we do
not force him to give it back.

We think that the reason the Shitah
took the trouble to note this "standard

ruling" (Rabbi Feldman's description) was
to shed light on his previous point, namely,
the reason Rabbi Elazar's problem was

presented in Bava Metzia in connection

with a sugya dealing with found objects,
rather than in Bava Batra, where it rightly
belongs. Perhaps Rabbi Feldman is right
and it is merely a coincidence. But to

describe our peshat as "an ilustrative
example of a misreading of the sources" is
unjustified, to say the least.

2. Rabbi Feldman's remarks on a
second note on folio 9b (pp. 103-104;

footnotes 4 and 5 in his review) can only be
described as careless. This note, like the
previous one, concerns Rabbi Elazar's
problem. The Rishonim ask why there
should be any difficulty acquiring the
vessels on an animal by pulling it, since it is
certainly possible to acquire vessels in a
box by pulling it.

In this note, we presented two basic
positions in the Rishonim, one (whose

accuracy Rabbi Feldman concedes) attrib-
uted to Ramban, and a second (which Rabbi
Feldman attacks) attributed to Rashba and
Ritva. Both views agree that Rabbi Elazar
was concerned with courtyard-acquisition
and not meshikhah. Ramban maintains that
the reason Rabbi Elazar did not concern

himself with meshikhah is because pulling
an animal is not an effective way to acquire
vessels, since pulling an animal is funda-

mentally different from pulling a box. Ritva
and Rashba maintain, by contrast, that it
would have been possible to acquire the
vessels by performing meshikhah on the
animal, but the Gemara wanted to focus
on courtyard-acquisition and not on
meshikhah.

Thus, Ritva and Rashba understand

Rabbi Elazar's problem as follows: Assum-
ing that for some reason the parties wished
to transfer ownership of the vessels through
courtyard-acquisition and not through
meshikhah, can an animal that itself is being
lent and not given to the recipient be used as
a courtyard in this way? Or, since the
animal must be tied up, and since pulling a
tied-up animal is not a normal way of
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performing meshikhah, should it be impos-
sible to use an animal borrowed through
such a meshikhah as a courtyard?

Rabbi Feldman questions our presen-
tation of Rashba (without dismissing it
entirely), and then informs us that the
Ritva's view is identical to Ramban's, and
not opposed as we had claimed. Now, as a
matter of fact, Ritva does indeed agree with
Ramban, at least as he is quoted in Shittah
Mekubbetzet. In fact, however, our note is
correct. The view attributed here to "Ritva"
can be found in the commentary that is
printed in the standard editions of Hid-

dushei H aRitva (and is indeed translated
from there almost word for word). We (like
Otzar Mefarshei haTalmud) have consis-
tently followed the convention of referring
to this commentary as "Ritva," instead of
"old Ritva" or "Meyuhas laRitva," feeling
that such epithets would cause more confu-
sion than they were worth.

As for Rashba, the note states-quite

correctly-that "Rashba and Ritva take the

opposite approach to Ramban: It is clear
that pulling an animal is effective"; Ram-
ban explained that it is not. To be sure, it is
possible that Rashba's explanation may

differ slightly from (old) Ritva's (along the
lines suggested by Rabbi Feldman), but in
light of Ritva's comment, we felt suffi-
ciently confident that Rashba was saying
the same thing (a possibility Rabbi Feldman
does not rule out), or at least something

fairly close, so that it was not worth
burdening the note with an additional
shittah. The wording of our note is a
combination of these two comments, and
Rabbi Feldman's objection is the result of
simple carelessness.

3. Rabbi Feldman then considered a
note on folio 9a (p. 102; footnote 6 in the
review). The accreditation in this note
should have been to Hiddushei Rabbi Akiva
Eger (Ketubot 81b), and not to H avat Da' at/
Netivot haMishpat (who cite this idea only
to condemn it).

The comment itself, of course, is valid.
Only the attribution is mistaken. Future
editions wil be corrected.

4. In his reading of a note on folio 2b

(p. 12; footnotes 7-10 in the review), Rabbi
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Feldman fails to consider the note imme-
diately preceding it on p.11. Rabbi Feldman
is at a loss to discover the internal contra-
diction we cite between passages that imply
that the oath of our Mishnah is imposed

only when the dispute could have arisen
from an honest mistake, and passages that
imply that the oath is imposed to prevent a
thief from rationalizing his misdeed. How-
ever, if Rabbi Feldman had read the
previous note, he would not have been at a
loss. In that note, we state (citing Rashi) that
when "it is obvious that one of them is
knowingly seeking to defraud. . . we do not
make them take oaths, but instead we
deposit the object with the court until the
matter is clarified in some other way." The
contradiction between this comment of
Rashi and the very next line of the Gemara,
in which the oath is imposed to dissuade a
potential thief from rationalizing, is abun-
dantly clear.

However, while Rabbi Feldman has no
grounds for his objection to the question,
his objection to the answer is not without
foundation. The citation from Otzar ha-
Geonim is in fact correct (as Rabbi Feldman
notes in his footnotes), but the citation in
the name of Rabbenu Hananel is not. This
portion of the note wil be amended in

future editions.

5. Rabbi Feldman has made a careless
error in his critique of our commentary to
folio 9b (p. 105; footnotes 11 and 12 in the

review). Rabbi Feldman's problems with
our commentary arose because he did not
notice a simple Rashi.

The topic of the Gemara is, again,
Rabbi Elazar's problem. The Gemara

declares that Rabbi Elazar could not have
been referring to a walking animal, because
such an animal cannot be used for courtyard
acquisition. The Gemara considers and
dismisses the possibility that the animal

may have been standing, and then resolves
the problem by saying that the animal was
tied up so that it could not walk.

In our commentary, we explain that
the buyer first acquires the animal through
regular meshikhah, and only then causes it
to stand (or ties it up) so as to use it to
acquire the vessels on it through court yard-
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acquisition. Rabbi Feldman attacks our
commentary at great length, pointing out
that our peshat is novel, quite different from
most of the Rishonim, and differs sharply
with the halakhah (as presented in our
Halakhah section). All of the above is true
except that the peshat is not ours, it is
Rashi's.

In il1r.YllJ xr.'n 'J1 il"1, Rashi says:
"After the animal moved its front and back
legs and so was acquired through pulling, it
stood stil and did not walk, and the vessels

were acquired when it stood, through
courtyard-acquisition. "

We know, of course, that Rashi's
shittah entails several problems, and that, as
a result, most Rishonim rejected it. How-
ever, we saw no reason to depart from
Rashi, particularly since this is, in our

opinion, by far the easiest shittah to explain
to beginners. Naturally, the Halakhah sec-
tion is not consistent with our commentary.
As we pointed out above in our general
remarks, this frequently occurs when the
Shulhan Arukh rules against Rashi.

6. In his examination of folio 9b

(p. 106; footnotes 13-15 in the review),
Rabbi Feldman loses sight not only of
Rashi, but of the Gemara itself. The
Mishnah says (in literal translation): "If a
person was riding on an animal and he saw
a found object, and he said to another

person, 'Give it to me,' (and the other

person) took it and said, 'I have acquired it,'
he has acquired it. If, after he gave it to him,
he said, 'I acquired it first,' he said
nothing. "

The Gemara offers three interpreta-
tions of this Mishnah:

(a) It is not possible to acquire a found
object for someone else. Thus, in the first
clause, even if the person who picked up the
object did so with the rider in mind, his
action had no effect and he is entitled to
change his mind and keep the object for
himself.

The Gemara does not explain the
second clause (where the person who

picked up the object claimed the object for
himself only after giving it to the rider)
according to this interpretation. Rashi,
however, in his comment on the Mishnah,

explains as follows (elaborations in
brackets are ours): "Even if we say that it is
not possible to acquire a found object for
someone else, (the object stil belongs to the
rider,) since (the other person) gave it to
him. (For the rider) acquires either way you
look at it: If the first one (who picked it up)
acquired it (for himself when he picked it
up), because he never intended to acquire it
for his fellow, then (when) he gave it to (the
rider, it was considered to be) a gift. And if
the first one (who picked it up) did not
acquire it (for himself when he picked it
up), because he did not intend to acquire (it
for himself, even though he now claims that
he did), then the object remains ownerless
until it reaches the other one's (the rider's)
hands, and he acquires it by removing it
from the first one's hands as an act of
acquisition. "

(b) It is possible to acquire a found
object for someone else, and if the one who
picked the object up had done so, the object
would irrevocably belong to the rider.
However, both the first and second clauses
are referring to a case where the one who
picked the object up claimed that when he
first picked the object up, he did so in order
to keep it himself. In the first clause he is
believed, because the object is in his hands
and we have no reason to doubt his words.
In the second clause, though, he is not
believed.

Explains Rashi (p. lOa ?"r.p Xil il"1):
"The last clause teaches us that if, after he
gave it to (the rider), (the one who picked it
up) made the same claim (that he had made
in the first clause), saying, 'I picked it up
from the very beginning for myself,' he has
not said anything. For by giving it to (the
rider), he made his (original) intentions
clear, that he picked it up with the other one
in mind."

(c) It is possible to acquire a found
object for someone else, and if the one who
picked the object up had done so, the object
would irrevocably belong to the rider.
However, when the rider asked his fellow to
pick the object up for him, the language he
used was such that we may assume that it
was not picked up with this intention in
mind. Thus, for all intents and purposes, the
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Mishnah is to be explained as though it is
not possible to pick up an object for
someone else (the first interpretation,
above ).

Our commentary on the Mishnah is
based on the Gemara's first two interpreta-
tions (the third one we left for the Gemara
later), and follows Rashi precisely: "Since
the person walking showed no intention of
acquiring the object when he originally
picked it up, he is not now believed when he
claims that he acquired it first." (This
sentence is based on the Gemara's second
interpretation, and on half of Rashi's ilr.
l115JJ in the first interpretation.)

"Indeed, even if we maintain that

when a person picks up an ownerless object
on behalf of someone else, the latter does
not acquire it automatically (the Gemara's
first interpretation), here, by giving the
object to the rider, he makes a gift of it to
the rider." (This sentence is based on the
other half of Rashi's 1115J ilr..)

The idea which Rabbi Feldman finds
so novel-that in the second clause we do

not believe the person who picked the

object up, and suggest that, despite his
claims, he did not really intend to acquire

the object for himself when he picked it
up-is Rashi's. Rashi explains the Mishnah

this way, according to the Gemara's second
interpretation, and he also makes it part of a
1115J ilr. in his explanation of the first
interpretation. Apparently, Rashi felt that,
independent of the three interpretations, this
was the most logical way to read the
Mishnah--therwise there would be no
need for the l115JJ ilr. in the first
interpretation.

However, according to the first inter-
pretation, which assumes that it is not
possible to pick up an ownerless object for
someone else, the one who picked the
object up may indeed have acquired it for
himself at some stage, either at the time or
subsequently. Hence, Rashi tells us that
even if the one who picked the object up did
acquire it for himself this way, we interpret
his handing it over as a gift.

Naturally, none of this could be--r
need be-understood by the beginning

reader. It is our job to learn the sugya well
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and present it in a form which the reader can
understand. The mechanics of how we
arrived at our peshat need not concern the
beginner, provided the peshat itself is clear.

We cannot imagine how Rabbi Feld-
man could have failed to notice that we
were simply presenting Rashi in a slightly
different order. It is hard to believe that he
failed to learn this sugya thoroughly before
criticizing our explanation of it, but the
facts speak for themselves.

7. In dealing with the sugya of Tekafo

Kohen (folio 6a-b, pp. 60-64; footnotes
16-22 in the review), Rabbi Feldman is not
satisfied to attack both our commentary and
one of our notes. He directly challenges the
reasoning of the Rishonim upon whom they
are based. The Gemara asks: If one of the
parties seized the garment away from the
other, and the latter was silent at first and
only then cried out, do we let the seizer keep
it? And if, instead of seizing it, he dedicated
it to the Temple, what then? The Gemara
seeks to resolve this problem by comparing
it with a case of a bathhouse in dispute

between two people where one of them

dedicated it to the Temple.
According to Rabbi Feldman, our

"commentary is not only deficient in that
which it explains; it is even more so in what
it does not explain," namely, the "obvious
difficiilty in this sugya-well known to
Talmud students"-that the issue in the
case of the party who seized the garment is
basically a psychological question concern-
ing the proper interpretation of temporary
silence, whereas in the case of the dedicated
bathhouse there is an "objective doubt

unrelated to silence and admission."
Astonishingly, Rabbi Feldman has

ignored Rashi's interpretation (on which
our commentary is based) yet again.
According to Rashi (11':inr. X':::nr.il il"i),
this basic problem does not arise, because
the case of the bathhouse is, in fact, also a
psychological problem in which one party
dedicated the bathhouse and the other was
silent at first and then cried out.

The basis for Rabbi Feldman's attack
is puzzling. It cannot be simple careless-

ness, because Rabbi Feldman himself notes
(footnote 16) that Rashi explains the sugya
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this way, and admits that our commentary
incorporated his interpretation. However,
Rabbi Feldman then dismisses Rashi as
"compounding the difficulty by applying a
psychological aspect to the case," arguing
that Rashi "presents a problem in simple
peshat" ! Moreover, he then condemns

Rabbi Steinsaltz for daring to "incorporate
this Rashi into his commentary without

explaining or even noting the difficulty"!
(Lest it be imagined that Rabbi Feld-

man had some sort of tradition that Rashi's
comments should be ignored on this sugya,
we hasten to add that Rashi's peshat is also
followed by Tosafot, in the last line of il"1
illl'1Pil and by the "Gilion" commentator
in the Shittah Mekubbetzet.)

As a matter of fact, the reason we
chose Rashi's shittah over those Rishonim
that Rabbi Feldman prefers is precisely
because it avoids the profound difficulty in
peshat that is so "well known to Talmud
students." And while it is true that Rashi's
shittah presents its own problems (such as
finding a case of a doubtful firstborn in
which the doubt is subjective and not
objective), this is the kind of problem that
can be left for the more advanced student; it
wil not disturb the beginner's basic under-

standing of the sugya. As we have already
pointed out, the Steinsaltz Talmud is aimed
primarily at beginners. Our commentary
selects the shittah that presents the least
problems of the kind that we feel wil occur
to beginners. Unquestionably, it would

have been a good idea to include a
supplementary note on the problem raised
by Rabbi Feldman. Space considerations
dictated the extent and scope of such notes
in Volume i. However in later volumes we
have included as many such notes as
possible.

Having dismissed Rashi as a "com-
pounder of difficulties," Rabbi Feldman
then turned his attention to the Shittah

Mekubbetzet. The Shittah asked a question
which we felt to be an interesting digres-
sion: How does the Sages' reluctance to use
the bathhouse prove that dedication is as
effective as seizure? Could not the bath-
house be forbidden even if the dedication
was not as effective as a seizure in changing

the status of the bathhouse? Perhaps the

bathhouse, like the garment, was originally
considered to belong to both parties, and the
dedication was effective vis-a-vis the dedi-
cator's half, and this was sufficient to cause
the Sages to refrain from using the

bathhouse?
The Shittah's question is based on the

problematic assumption that the halakhah
in the case of the bathhouse is ili?n and not
.,:ii o'?xi ?J as most Rishonim learn. Rabbi
Feldman does not claim that we misin-
terpreted the Shittah. He challenges us for
daring to quote him.

It did not escape our attention that the
Shittah's question is indeed problematic,

and it is no coincidence that it was not asked
by any of the other Rishonim. To construct
a case of ilpi?n, we must imagine that we
are talking about nr.ll .,i 'OJ.: in which both
parties performed a ilpin pJp and it is not
clear who did it first! Nevertheless, these
subtle problems are unlikely to occur to the
beginner, who is probably wondering why
the Sages' reluctance should not be inter-
preted as a sort of il.,mn. We therefore

thought it appropriate to quote the Shittah,
who points out that the laws of Hekdesh are
not as straightforward as people might

imagine, so that it is by no means clear that
if one partner in a bathhouse dedicates his
share, the entire bathhouse becomes forbid-
den for secular use. In the next note, of
course, we hastened to point out that the
halakhah is not, in fact, ilpi?n, but ?J
.,:ii 0'?X1.

8. In his remark regarding folio 8a

(p. 85; footnotes 23-25 in the review),
Rabbi Feldman again demonstrates both his
carelessness and his antipathy for Rashi. In
the Gemara, Rami bar Hama argues that it is
clear from our Mishnah that each of the two
parties holding the garment is deemed to
have acquired it for the other. Hence it
follows that our Mishnah maintains that it is
possible for a person to pick up an
ownerless object and acquire it for someone
else. Rava counters that even if Rami bar
Hama's interpretation of our Mishnah is
correct, this does not prove that it is
possible for a person to pick up an
ownerless object and acquire it for someone
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else. For even if it is not possible to pick up
something for someone else, it may stil be
possible to pick it up together with him, as
in the Mishnah.

Rava then proves that the distinction
between "acquiring for" and "acquiring
together" exists, by pointing to the anomaly
that a person cannot stealfor another person
(ili':iy i:ii? n'?ll px) but a person can steal
together with that other person.

Our commentary, which is completely
faithful to Rashi, states: "Rava now seeks
to provide proof for his opinion . . . if a
person said to his agent, 'Go out and steal
for me,' and the agent stole as he had been
directed, the person who sent him to steal is
exempt from punishment . . . but partners
who stole-i.e., who committed a theft
together-are both liable, even if only one
of them picked up the stolen object."

Rabbi Feldman remarks: "Both the
law of 'two people who steal together' and
the comparison to the issue of picking up an
object for one's fellow, beg for interpreta-
tion. Rashi explains the law in this manner:
'One person did the stealing but intended to
steal it both for himself as well as on behalf
of his fellow. In this case both are culpable;
yet if one person steals for another, the
former is culpable because there is no

agency for sin.' "
Rabbi Feldman then questions Rashi's

explanation: "One person cannot steal an
object only for his fellow because he cannot
be his agent for sin. Why does this principle
not apply if someone steals both for himself
and for his fellow?"

The question Rabbi Feldman raised is
a good one. In fact, we addressed it

ourselves in the notes section (as Rabbi

Feldman concedes in footnote 24). How-
ever, Rabbi Feldman stil protests that "the
Steinsaltz commentary . . . uses Rashi's
interpretation without giving a reason for
it." Why, we ask, is it so outrageous to
explain the Gemara according to Rashi-
particularly since the views of the other
Rishonim are also problematic (as Rabbi
Feldman himself notes)?

Having duly condemned us for follow-
ing Rashi, Rabbi Feldman goes on to ask a
second question, and loses track of the
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Gemara: "Even granted that for some
reason it does not apply to the latter case,
what comparison can be made between

stealing in this manner and picking up an
object for oneself and another? In the

former case we seem to be dealing with an
appointed agent. . . the latter case is not one
of an appointed agent but of someone who
on his own picks up an object. . ."

This "logical inconsistency" which

the "intellgent reader wil certainly note"

was, according to Rabbi Feldman, "neither
noted nor alleviated." Rabbi Feldman is
being careless. Rava's point was not to
prove from the case of i:i.:ill O'5Jmll that two
people who pick up an object together
acquire it. That latter fact is proven by our
Mishnah. Rava is simply showing that there
is a distinction between doing something
for someone else and doing it together with
him. Rava is not proving anything; he is
rather disproving Rami bar Hama's conten-
tion that it follows from the fact that two
people can pick up an ownerless object

together (proven by our Mishnah) that one
person can pick it up for another.

The logical distinction between pro-
ving a contention by analogy (which

requires the two cases to be very similar)
and disproving a contention by citing a
counterexample, is a subtle one, and even
Rabbi Feldman seems to have missed it.
Hence, we emphasized this point in our
commentary, saying: "Even in a case where
a person cannot act on another's behalf, he
can stil assist that other person to perform
the act. Hence, Rami bar Hama's contention
is unwarranted, and while it is true that in
the case of our Mishnah each claimant is in
fact assisting the other to acquire the

ownerless garment, it does not follow that
in general a finder can pick up an ownerless
object on behalf of someone else."

Rabbi Feldman appears to have misun-
derstood the thrust of the Gemara's argu-

ment completely. With all due respect, we
feel that we are entitled to expect "the

intelligent reader" who wishes to under-
stand a subject as diffcult as the Talmud to
follow its logical reasoning carefully.

9. Rabbi Feldman then objects to a
background note to folio 9b (p. 104;
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footnote 26 in the review), describing it as
"irrelevant." This note was included to
explain a point that some beginners find

diffcult. It is important that beginners who
are encountering courtyard acquisition for
the first time should know exactly what it is,
and why it is subject to detailed regulations.
A person hearing for the first time that an
object can be acquired by placing it in a
person's courtyard might confuse courtyard
acquisition with the idea that a person

who buys a courtyard buys all the pieces
of property that go with it (the topic
of HaMokher et haBayit in Bava Batra).
That concept is based on a self-evident
il.,:iO, that certain pieces of property go
together, whereas courtyard acquisition is a
:iin::il n."u which cannot be fully explained
logically.

In light of Rabbi Feldman's repeated
assertions that we do not explain enough, it
is hard to understand why he should be so
unwiling to allow us to explain this point-
which, unlike some of the questions he

raised-really does bother beginners.

10. Rabbi Feldman criticizes a note on
folio 5b (p. 56; footnotes 27 and 28 in the
review), in which we cite Tosefot Rosh,

who explains the Gemara's statement that
"people interpret the verse, 'Thou shalt not
covet,' as referring only to coveting without
paying money." This note was not intended
to deal with the primary topic of the Rosh-
the subtle distinctions between f.ni and
10m, and between p:i.,1 10m and 10m
xn".,iX1. As Rabbi Feldman noted, there is
no particular textual problem that needs to
be alleviated in this fairly straightforward

sugya. Everything the beginner needs in
order to understand the Gemara is ade-
quately explained in the commentary. We
did think, however, that our readers would
be interested by the Rosh's final remark

that, even according to the law (and not
merely according to the mistaken impres-

sions of "people"), there is an halakhic

distinction between people who take prop-
erty by force and leave money for it, and
people who force others to sell their
property.

We must admit, however, that we
cannot really blame Rabbi Feldman for

misunderstanding this note. Following the
language of the Rosh, we included the term
tJ'Jor.n which probably caused more confu-
sion than it was worth. Future editions wil
be corrected.

11. Rabbi Feldman offers us editorial
advice with reference to a note on folio 2b
(p. 13; footnote 29 in the review). This note
includes detailed explanations of the open-
ing sugya of the Gemara that we felt were
too lengthy to be inserted in the commen-
tary itself. The Gemara makes a xmJ'''Y,
distinguishing between the cases of a found
and a purchased object. Our commentary
(which follows Rashi and most Rishonim)
only considers the possibilities that the false
claimant is sincerely mistaken, or that he is
rationalizing.

This point puzzles the beginner: What
about the obvious third possibility, that the
claimant is guilty of brazen theft? Why not
impose an oath in that case as well (as do
the secular courts with which the beginner
is familiar)? It cannot possibly do any harm,
and it might do some good! The answer is,
of course, that under Jewish law oaths are
only imposed on people who are basically
honest, when they are likely to be effective.
We do not impose oaths on dishonest
people, who are probably wiling to swear
falsely, on the off chance that they might
recoil from doing so.

Rabbi Feldman feels that, rather than
simply stating the concept, we should have
referred to the Amoraic dispute (folio 5b)
whether or not we say XJir.r.x 1ivm 1i'r.
xnyi:illX 1'll. We do not agree. The idea

that oaths are intended for honest people is
more fundamental than the issue discussed
in the dispute on folio 5b. It also underlies,
for example, the rule that a known thief
cannot swear, which is not subject to that
dispute. While there are Rishonim (notably
Tosafot) who explain this sugya differently,
we have followed Rashi, who consistently
explains throughout the perek that oaths are
basically intended for honest people, with-

out suggesting that the 1i'r. p'.,r.x X? 1"r.
would disagree with our Gemara. Thus it is
possible that even the 1i'r. p,.,m~ X? 1"r.
would stil be more wiling to impose an

oath where the claimant is suspected of
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rationalization than where he is suspected
of theft. While some Aharonim have indeed
attempted to reconcile Rashi with Tosafot

by suggesting that Rashi is simply ruling in
favor of 1i'r. p'.,r.x X? 1"r., other Aharonim
have suggested alternative interpretations.
To have presented this note as a dispute
rather than as an undisputed principle
would have added nothing but unnecessary
confusion.

12. In folio 5a (p. 49; footnotes 30 and
31 in the review), Rabbi Feldman again

focuses on XJirr.x 1'll1 ii'r.. The topic of
this note is basically the same as the last
note we considered. Here, too, the Gemara
assumes that we are reluctant to impose an
oath on a dishonest person, and here, too,
the beginner is likely to ask why. Accord-
ingly, we explained yet again that under
Jewish law an oath is only imposed when it
is thought likely to be effective.

The only substantial difference be-
tween this note and the previous one is that
here we followed Rabbi Feldman's editorial
philosophy and made reference (in a
parenthetical remark) to the dispute

whether or not we say XJirr.X 1ivm ii'r.
(which is about to be discussed by the
Gemara in only a few lines) so that the
reader wil note the connection between the
ideas.

Naturally, however, Rabbi Feldman
feels that here we should not have men-
tioned that dispute and should rather have
satisfied ourselves with stating this idea as
an undisputed principle.

Sometimes it is diffcult to escape the
impression that Rabbi Feldman is simply
being tendentious. In his fourth remark

Rabbi Feldman objects to our introducing a
concept that has not yet been mentioned by
the Gemara (that neither party was inten-
tionally deceitful) even though we already
mentioned it in the previous note. He

suggests that we should have left the
concept for later, when the Gemara men-
tions it. Yet in his eleventh remark, Rabbi
Feldman protests the fact that we did not
introduce a most complicated sugya three
blatt early, even though the point we were
discussing was related to that sugya only in
the most tangential way, and even though
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there was no problem in the sugya we were
considering that demanded the introduction
of the later sugya. And here, when we do
mention the connection, he protests again.

Does Rabbi Feldman have any consis-
tent guidelines for determining when a
tangentially related sugya should be cited
and when not?

13. Here Rabbi Feldman criticized a
note on folio 9b (p. 105; no footnote). This

is a digression that we thought the reader
would find interesting. The topic is the
different definitions of motion found in the
Talmud when dealing with an object that is
stationary relative to itself but is moved by
something else (such as a boat in the water).
Here again, Rabbi Feldman was careless.
He asks: "If a boat is not considered to be
moving because motion is determined with
respect to the object itself, why then is an
animal, which relative to itself does not
move, considered to be moving?"

The answer is, of course, that an
animal does move relative to itself. As we
stated in our note: "There is no absolute

definition of motion and rest except in the
case of an object that moves under its own
power, such as a person or an animaL." In
truth this is a very simple note which has
been overread and unnecessarily compli-
cated in Rabbi Feldman's review.

14. Finally Rabbi Feldman considers a
background note on folio 8a (p. 83; foot-
notes 32-34 in the review) about picking up
an ownerless object for someone else.
Rabbi Feldman's remarks concerning this
note are well taken.

In summary, while grateful to Rabbi
Feldman for pointing out two valid issues,
an unnecessary and confusing Hebrew

word, and an accreditation error, we reject
his strongly worded critique that "the
beauty of the Steinsaltz Talmud is skin

deep," that we are guilty of "an extraor-

dinary number" of "misreadings of the
sources," and his other expressions of

generalized and unsubstantiated criticism.
Charges of this level of seriousness

transcend the bounds of constructive criti-
cism and the discovery of a certain number
of errors in a large and complex work. In
fact, as we have shown, most of Rabbi
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Feldman's specific criticisms are unjustified
(or plain wrong). But even if everyone of
Rabbi Feldman's points was well taken,
correct and telling-which is far from being
the case-his conclusions about the project

as a whole would stil be entirely
unwarranted.

We would all be well advised to reflect
on the pitfalls involved when explaining the
Talmud to beginners-so well ilustrated by
the many errors in Rabbi Feldman's review
of our work. All of us are human. We all
make errors. Every talmid hakham can
benefit from the constructive criticism of a
competent colleague. But the task of teach-
ing Torah must go on, and no purpose at all
is served by condemning an "entire
oeuvre," merely because of a handful of

minor errors and a few differences of
opinion.

We are happy, therefore, to have the
Steinsaltz Talmud considered in a fair,
accurate, and balanced manner, "to the
greater glory and enhancement of Torah
learning," a manner which, regrettably was
lacking in Rabbi Feldman's review.

This constitutes the official response
of the Israel Institute for Talmudic Publica-
tions, of which Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz is the
head, to Rabbi Feldman's review. The

translation of the Steinsaltz Hebrew Talmud
is carried out by a team of scholars working
under the guidance of Rabbi Steinsaltz. I
prepared this response with the cooperation
of other members of the editorial staff,
notably Rabbi Israel Berman, the senior
editor, and Baruch Goldberg, the managing
editor.

(RABI) MOSHE SOBER
Research Editor
Steinsaltz English Talmud
Israel Institute for Talmudic Publications
Jerusalem, Israel

To THE EDITOR:

Rabbi Aharon Feldman's appraisal of
the Steinsaltz English Talmud shows that
the Steinsaltz work can occasionally be
misleading and sometimes inaccurate.
While mistakes are inevitable in an enter-
prise of this scope and it may be possible to

defend the volume against some of Rabbi
Feldman's specific points while downplay-
ing the importance of others, one is stil left
with the general impression that the editors
assigned to the Steinsaltz English Talmud
might do well in having their work addi-
tionally reviewed by a meticulous lamden
of high stature. Any attempt to produce a
gemara edition that goes beyond translation
and ambitiously strives to be a "personal
instructor" deserves great praise but

demands great responsibility and great
depth of knowledge.

The above having been said, and
without debating any of Rabbi Feldman's
scholarly criticisms, I would like to offer a
highly personal reaction to Rabbi Feld-

man's questions as to the impression this
work would make on the novice reader.
Rabbi Feldman wrote, "I tried to imagine
the impact it would make on a beginning
student. . . . An intelligent student utilizing
the Steinsaltz Talmud as his personal

instructor might in fact conclude that
Talmud in general is not supposed to make
sense. . . . He wil be unable to avoid the
impression that the classical Talmud is
intellectually flabby, inconsistent, and often
triviaL. "

I am a ba'al habayit who began from
aleph-bet as an adult and now teach a
weekly Gemara shiur to adults. I have
greatly profited from using Steinsaltz
Hebrew Gemaras in my own learning for
many years and very often refer to the
English edition's commentary when learn-
ing chapters two and three of Bava Metzia.
With the greatest reverence for the perspec-
tive of a Rosh Yeshiva, I would like to
contribute a different perspective-a report
from the field.

I strongly believe that, despite its real
flaws, many people would greatly benefit
from using the Steinsaltz gemara. The

advantage of a structured page with vocal-
ized text, punctuation, and paragraphs that
show where a sugya begins and ends cannot
be overstated. Intermediate and advanced
novices wil find help overcoming diff-
culties in reading and translation, and, in the
English edition, clear explanations of

important concepts, fascinating background
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information, and literate, worthwhile com-
mentary that excels at leading the reader
through the flow of a sugya, showing

him how gemara actually works. More
advanced students will enjoy the back-
ground information and profit from review-
ing their understanding against that of the
English version's commentary which,
despite the limitations described by Rabbi
Feldman (and especially apparent in the
more arcane sugyot), may be quite superior
to the reading that they come up with on
their own. Motivated beginners, while not
about to see great benefit from using any
English gemara to figure things out for
themselves, can find value in using it to
review a piece that they have already

learned with an instructor. Those beginners
without an instructor can get a fascinating,
though necessarily superficial, look at
what Talmud is about and potentially
have kindled within them a desire to
explore more deeply. The merely curious
wil eliminate themselves pretty quickly

once they realize that not even a su-

perior translation-and an over-hyped

commentary-wil make gemara casually
readable or easily learned.

The Steinsaltz oeuvre is best appreci-
ated after one understands the needs and
expectations of its serious readership. The
novice wants to learn independently for the
same reasons as adults with stronger back-
grounds: a preference to learn at his own
pace and schedule, the lack of a stimulating
shiur, the feeling that he will best retain

what he studies by struggling through it
rather than by having it spoon-fed to him by
someone else. He needs assistance, but
often does not have an articulate and
qualified teacher available at all times to

explain unfamiliar concepts, precisely

translate phrases, and repeatedly show him
how to read the sugya that keeps bogging
him down. The consistent user wil almost
certainly have a study partner, probably on
a level similar to his own.

While appreciating the help given him
by the Steinsaltz edition, he, more than
anyone, realizes its limitations. He dreams
of spending years learning full-time. For
now, though, there is reality. He has many
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demands on his time. He wants to be
productive. He is tired. And, he has few
alternatives.

Because his expectations are different
from those of most ba 'ale batim, he has
shed tears of frustration, dissatisfied with
Daf Yomi shi'urim that are often the only
structured learning available and the poor
caliber of the 'al regel ahat help he can
expect outside of a formal setting. (Some of
us who have "been there" must have had a
depressing chuckle comparing Rabbi Feld-
man's examples of the Steinsaltz "flawed
logic" with the supposedly "tight, rigorous,
and majestic" explanations generally avail-
able to the working man.) Alternatively,
and this may be the broadest benefit, he is
reviewing Bava Metzia with his 6th or 7th
grader and could use some articulate help.
Half of the yeshiva parents that I know
would fall into this category.

Rabbi Feldman concedes that the
commentary does a good job at helping the
reader with background information and

basic peshat but directs his major criticism
at several notes that misread rishonim. I
would not minimize the seriousness of the
rishon being misstated, but I also would not
minimize the importance of a tool that is
extremely good with conceptual back-
ground and basic peshat. While for the
yeshiva man basic peshat is merely the
place to start, for the working man it can
often be a far-away dream. For those who
lack basic skills, and even for many who
have them, the Steinsaltz edition makes the
difference between productive, interesting
learning and pure frustration.

Those using it in their struggle to
develop in Torah do so because they know
that Talmud is supposed to make sense and
know that the Steinsaltz edition is helping
them. Tens-of-thousands who have used the
Hebrew version for the past twenty-five
years know that they are appreciating

Torah more than they would through
any other avenue available to them. Ex-
perience has shown that this gemara has
been, on balance, extremely valuable, and

that its readers are able to handle its
disappointments.

It is my hope that Rabbi Feldman's
important and disconcerting critique wil
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inspire higher scholarly standards in future
editions of the Steinsaltz Talmud, but not, in
the absence of the halakhic objections,
needlessly discourage the audience for
whom these works are intended.

DAVID HOJDA
Oak Park, Mich.

AHON FELDMAN RESPONDS:

The above response (surprisingly
signed not by the person responsible for the
Steinsaltz Talmud, chief editor Rabbi Adin
Steinsaltz, but by its research editor) is
thoroughly unconvincing. Except for one

minor point mentioned below in paragraph
5, I stand fully by my original critique.

Of those questions to which the Israel
Institute for Talmudic Publications chose to
respond (there are a number which it
ignored), each of its answers is marred by
one or more faults of forced interpretations,
irrelevancy, or errors in scholarship.

In defense against my criticisms, the
Steinsaltz Talmud (hereafter S.T.), as well
as commentaries, are stretched into mean-
ings which their texts cannot tolerate;
irrelevant or poorly understood sources are
cited (e.g., Rashi is cited out of context; an
old version of Ritva is misread and

uselessly invoked); explanations which

hold no water are offered. A large propor-
tion of the problems which I presented are
simply avoided.

The weaknesses in this response
merely underscore and confirm the weak-
nesses I cited in my article. To err is human,
but to fail to recognize errors once they are
pointed out indicates a systematic flaw.

One of the problems inadequately

addressed by the Institute should be men-
tioned at the outset.

One of my main themes is that the S.T.
presents a Talmud which often appears
ilogical to the uninitiated reader. (This

criticism never suggested that a wider array
of commentaries be included, but only that
whatever commentary was being used by
the S. T. be presented in a comprehensible
manner. Thus the lengthy introductory

statement by the Institute that its editorial
policy does not call for "a comprehensive
review of all the comments made by the
Rishonim and Aharonim" is entirely irrele-
vant.) The Institute, for the most part,
ignores this complaint, but at times defends
itself by saying that "the Steinsaltz Talmud
is aimed primarily for beginners" and that
the commentaries selected present "the
least problems . . . we feel wil occur to
beginners." Aside from the fact that this
apparently contradicts the opening to the
Introduction to the S.T. ("This edition has
been designed to meet the needs of
advanced students capable of studying from
standard Talmud editions, as well as of
beginners . . . "), this explanation is unac-
ceptable. Beginners do not necessarily have
limited reasoning faculties, and blatant

ilogicalities must be clarified. Many of the
questions I posed were actually questions I
encountered in many years of teaching

Bava Metzia to beginners.
The other defense given by the Insti-

tute is that the interpretation given by the
S.T. interpretation is that given by Rashi.
"Why, we ask," it states, "is it so outra-
geous to explain the Gemara according to
Rashi . . . ?" The answer to this question is
that the fact that an interpretation is Rashi's
is irrelevant. Despite the Institute's use of
the term "a simple Rashi," Rashi is one of
the most difficult of the Rishonim, and to
present his opinion without resolving

obvious difficulties is indeed "outrageous"
and a disservice both to Rashi and to Torah
she-be' al peh. He who cannot present Rashi
or any aspect of the Talmud adequately

should not undertake their translation.
For suggesting that Rashi is difficult to

understand, the Institute suggests that I
have" antipathy of Rashi." This is reminis-
cent of the devout but unlearned man who
accuses a Rosh ha Yeshiva of being a heretic
because in the latter's lectures he is always
posing questions on "the holy Rambam."

As for Mr. Hojda's argument: For an
individual such as he, who is obviously a
religious man who attends a Daf Yomi
shi' ur and does not have to be convinced of
the greatness of Hazal, it may well be that
the S.T. is valuable even with its errors. But
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most of the readership of this Random
House publication operates on other prem-
ises. To present to such an audience a
Talmud which does not portray the majesty
and rigorous thinking of the Sages consti-
tutes an injury which clearly outweighs the
benefits which Mr. Hojda describes.

In painful awareness of the burden on the
reader, I am obligated to put on record my
response to each of the Institute's argu-
ments. Although I have many other points
of contention, I wil limit myself to the main
issues. (The paragraph numbers follow the
Institute's. )

1. The criticized text in the S.T reads
as follows:

The commentators ask why Rabbi
Elazar's question appears in our tractate
and in the present context. It would seem
more appropriate to include it in tractate
Bava Batra, where the laws of various
modes of acquisition are discussed.

In the course of its defense against my
critique, the Institute radically (but unob-
trusively) alters the meaning of the original
S. T. text: "our tractate" becomes "the first
chapter of our tractate"; "the various

modes of acquisition" become "transfer
of ownership from one party to another";
tractate Bava Batra" becomes "Bava
Batra in general and Perek HaMokher in
particular" -and, presto, out comes an
answer. To add insult to this "injury" of the
text, the Institute is both "amazed" and
"puzzled" why I found the S.T. hard to
understand.

Regarding my criticism that the
answer to this question in Shitta M ekubetzet
was glaringly misread since its two parts are
unrelated, the Institute proceeds to explain
that it "learned" the Shittah in a manner by
which the two parts are related.

Any objective reader wil find it
impossible to read this new explanation into
the Shittah without resorting to "plastic
surgery" on its text. Even such emendations
will not make the proposed reading a

reasonable one. The Shittah's answer, says
the Institute, is that the baya was inserted
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among discussions of lost objects to give it
"full impact" since "the finder may keep it
and no one else is allowed to take it away."
First of all, this idea is not mentioned in the
Shittah. Secondly, it is incorrect. In the case
of the baya applied to a found object, the
finder is neither a muhzak nor a mara kama.
He therefore, out of doubt, has no rights to
the object, and anyone else may take
possession of it.

2. My criticism of the S.T's statement
on 9b that "Rashba and Ritva take the
opposite approach to Ramban" was that the
Ritva is actually identical to the Ramban.
The Institute answers that although the
Ritva in other versions is identical, the old
Ritva (Hiddushei haRitva) disagrees with

Ramban. (It then takes me to task for
"carelessness" in failing to check this old
Ritva. )

In fact, the old Ritva holds the identi-
cal view as all other versions of Ritva. It
reads: "This is the baya of R. Elazar:

(where) he only has a right in the borrowing
of the animal to acquire the utensils alone

and not for anything else, it is valid or not."
This is the same interpretation as all other
versions of Ritva, as well as Ramban. Thus
this amazing "answer" is another example
of the misreading by the S.T.

Finally, beyond saying that it is a

"combination of . . . two comments," the
Institute fails to clarify the concluding

sentence in the note which is a misstatement
of the views of both the Ritva and the

Rashba.
3. The Institute explains that "Havat

Daat Netivot haMishpat" (which has ap-

peared as well in all editions of the Hebrew
S.T. for two decades) was erroneously

substituted for Hiddushe Rabbi 'Akiva Eger.
4. The S.T. text reads: "The early

Rishonim seek to resolve a number of
internal contradictions that this passage

seems to contain." Here too the Institute
adjusts the plain meaning of "internal
contradictions that this passage seems to
contain" to mean a contradiction between

the Talmud and a Rashi mentioned in a
previous note. This opinion of Rashi was
not derived from the passage at hand and
can hardly be described as an "internal
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contradiction" in "this pasasge." Further-

more, the early Rishonim, whose explana-
tion of this "internal contradiction" are the
subject of this note, make no mention of
Rashi or his opinion.

Except for a validation that R. Hananel
is indeed misquoted, the rest of my criti-
cisms regarding the delinquent scholarship
of this note are all ignored.

5. To justify the interpretation given

in the S.T. for 9b which differs sharply from
that of the other Rishonim, the Institute
claims that the interpretation is Rashi's,
which the editors decided to use since it is
"the easiest to explain to beginners." It
fails to note, however, that there is no basis
in Rashi for this "new" interpretation.

The Rashi cited by the Institute refers
to a tentative (and immediately rejected)
proposal of the Gemara that the baya refers
to a case where the animal was untied but
standing stil. Since it is impossible to pull
an animal and have it stand stil at the same
time, Rashi explains that this proposal

refers to where the animal stood stil after
doing the pullng. The S.T. is correct-and I
erred in criticizing it on this peripheral

point~in its interpretation of this tentative
proposal. However, once this proposal is
rejected and the Gemara reverts to its final
explanation of the baya, there is no reason
to believe that Rashi disagrees with all the
Rishonim-which as I have pointed out in
my review is the only logical way to
understand the baya.

6. My critique of the S.T.'s interpreta-
tion for the Mishna on 9b, called it "novel"
and pointed out two successive sentences

which are contradictory.
The Institute cites a Rashi on the

Gemara which seems superficially to agree
with the first sentence of the S.T.'s inter-
pretation. The Institute then states that
Rashi-on-the-Gemara follows the Amoraic
opinion that hamagbiah metziah lahavero
kone havero while Rashi on the Mishna

follows the opinion that lo kone havero.

Accordingly, the S.T thus does not contra-
dict itself in two successive sentences; each
sentence follows another Amoraic opinion.

However, it is not feasible to explain
the two Rashi's in this manner, as the reason

given by Rashi on the Mishna applies
equally to both Amoraic opinions; in fact
Rashi on the Gemara (s. v. ix? X?X and s. v.
X5J'o) uses the same wording according to
both opinions. Furthermore, this apparent
contradiction between the two Rashis is a
problem dealt with by Maharsha, who does
not offer the Institute's answer (understand-
ably, in light of the above). In this classical
commentary's opinion, Rashi on the
Gemara does not deviate from his peshat on
the Mishna; thus there are no two Rashis.

The Institute then relates the two
opinions to the two halves in Rashi's ilr.r.
1115J, explaining these in a manner which,
despite strenuous efforts on my part, I have
been unable to make sense of, and proceeds
to justify the S.T. It concludes with, "the
facts speak for themselves" -to which I

hasten to subscribe.
I must concede that since the S.T.

interpretation is based on a Rashi, albeit
misinterpreted, it did not deserve to be
called "novel," a word which I hereby

retract. The correct word should have been
"wrong. "

7. My critique of 6a-6b is that the
flow of the Gemara in its proof from the
bathhouse problem does not, in a superficial
reading, make sense. The Institute explains
that the interpretation given is that of Rashi
and of Tosafot, which "presents the least
problem of the kind that we feel wil occur
to beginners."

The Rashi cited deals with the latter
problem of a doubltful firstling but makes
no comment on the case of the bathhouse,
and it is a matter of conjecture how Rashi
would explain this first problem. Also,
according to Maharsha (cited in the notes of
my review), the Tosafot cited by the
Institute does not explain the problem of the
bathhouse as a psychological one. The same
is true for the GUyon cited by the Institute.

Even if Rashi and Tosafot really meant
the interpretation which the Institute
ascribes to them, the claim that "we chose
Rashi's shittah . . . because it avoids the
profound difficulty in peshat" is un-
founded, for the S.T. presents neither of
them; it is totally silent on what is the
problem of the bathhouse and the flow of
the Gemara.
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Because the Rashi on the doubtful
firstling is difficult to understand, I objected
to its inclusion without commentary as this
"compounds the difficulty." This objection
is met by a suggestion that I have "dis-

missed Rashi as a 'compounder of diffi-
culties'" (an inaccurate direct quote) and
that perhaps I have "come sort of tradi-
tion that Rashi's comments should be
ignored . . ." -quite a remarkable charge.

Apparently realizing that such flattery,
besides being irrelevant, wil get it

nowhere, as a reader might trouble himself
to refer back to my review, the Institute
finally does get around to admitting that
"unquestionably, it would have been a good
idea to include a supplementary note on the
problem raised by Rabbi Feldman" -the

absence of which is all I was complaining
about.

As for the explanation of the rest of my
criticism on this sugya regarding a Shittah
cited in a S.T. note, anyone who reads my
review wil see that the Institute has not
addressed the issues I raised. The Institute
does little more than give a forced explana-
tion for the Shittah but does not explain how
a reader is to have assumed its premises or
resolved the contradiction to the next note.

S. On my criticism to folio Sa where
the presentation of the sugya has a logical
inconsistency, the Institute again ignores
my question, stating incorrectly (and quot-
ing me to this effect) that it addresses the
question in its Notes. Here too the explana-
tion is offered that the S.T. follows Rashi,
which, as stated above, is an irrelevant
argument.

The Institute goes on to explain the
diffculty which I raised in the Gemara in a
manner which betrays a weak familiarity
with the workings of a Talmudic proof.

9. Here again the Institute fails to
answer my question: why is the element of
acquisition of the subterraneous parts of a
courtyard presented as a "self-evident"
aspect of kinyan hatzer.

10. The Institute, when all is said and
done, concedes this one.

11. Here, again, the Institute does not
answer my question as to why a reference
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was not made to that dispute to assist the
confused reader who might note the
inconsistency.

12. My criticism was not, as the
Institute states, that S.T. "should not have
mentioned that dispute (of 1'lln1 u'r.
xJir.r.x)," but that, as a later note explains
at length, there is no dispute with respect to
the topic at hand: the disqualification of a
robber. Consequently, the explanation that
the S.T. "made reference to the dispute. . .
(which is about to be discussed in only a
few lines) (actually four pages later-A.F.)
so that the reader wil note the connection
between the ideas" is irrelevant.

This misreading of my comments is
coupled with other misreadings in my
questions (numbers 11 and 4) to create
"contradictory" statements which cause
the Institute to exclaim that "it is difficult to
escape the impression" that I am "being
tendentious." Anyone who reads my com-
ments will see that this is a distortion.

13. The S.T. explains the Gemara

regarding an object in a boat by invoking
"the theory of relativity of motion." My
question on this was, why then is an animal
considered moving relative to itself. The
Institute responds that the S.T. states (in the
next paragraph) that there is an exception in
the definition of motion with respect to
animals. Since the Institute wil surely

admit that the theory of relativity of motion
applies to animals as well as to inert objects,
then if an exception is made for the animals
this theory surely cannot be the correct

explanation of the Gemara.
14. The three gross errors which I

noted in this question are conceded by the
Institute.

By now, it should be patent that the
Institute's statement that the S.T. erred only
on two issues, in "an unnecessary and

confusing Hebrew word, and an accredita-
tion error," is mistaken (and inaccurate

even by its own admissions of error). It is
regrettable that instead of recognizing

objective scholarly arguments, the Institute
chose to take refuge in the weak explana-
tions and unfounded charges of its
response.


